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All-time Gaffes or Howlers within Sahaja Yoga.1

Quite recently, Nick awoke having had a dream about what seemed to be the
need to focus attention on the many ‘Howlers’ apparently everywhere now in Sahaja
Yoga. Whilst he no way claims to be immune to any of these himself (he is after all
only human like the rest of us) but he does try to make the effort to make the
necessary changes that are required from us all, if we want to benefit from the
rewards promised us of ascending to those heights of the Kingdom of Heaven.
(penned: ‘Late 2018’)
It seems that people are just too much ‘otherwise occupied’ with other things, to be
bothered with learning & studying about ‘What is Sahaja Yoga’, & ‘How to practice it
properly’. Fairly recently we had our own very special Maha Satguru, Shri Adi Shakti
Mataji Sakshat Shri Nirmala Devi with us, in fact actually resident here in the UK, in
London where She lived for 16 years, with Her husband, Sir CP, who was based in
Piccadilly.
This web site should be bookmarked on every Sahaja Yogi’s Desktop for
constantly available & easy reference, & to start it off, we have the collection shown
above, starting with “Rainbow.”
Gaffes part 1 – a guide to correct understanding of various Sahaja Yoga Topics
‘Rainbow’ used for Bandhans = should of course be ‘Horseshoe’ - is quite different
Right hand used for correcting Right side = NO, should be Left hand of course
Responsibility does not reside on the Right Heart Chakra = is actually the main quality
of the Vishuddhi Chakra
Sankoch is quality of Shri Ram on Right side of Heart Chakra, & NOT Responsibility
Fearfulness of negative entities – NO not at all - it is they who should be scared
of any Sahaja Yogi!
It may surprise you to learn that the colour RED frightens the evil, & that it is used
by Shri Mataji on Her Agnya Chakra. The red mark is very important because then you don’t
catch any bhoots. See also Bindu
VIKRUT the Sick Mind = is extremely dangerous, not to others but to ourselves
Hypocrisy - what we believe into should be ‘Part & Parcel’ of ourselves
Gossip = is a very bad habit of women, to gossip.
Sympathy is not at all helpful but Compassion actually nourishes the Kundalini
Home
✔✔✔
More
So it has been decided to make an attempt to construct a Manual or Guide for all
Newcomers, to act for them as a “Guided Tour” so that we all may be certain that what we learn
is the Absolute Truth as brought to us by Shri Adi Shakti Herself when She came here all the
way from Her Heavenly Abode, to save this troubled world.
Not everyone has succumbed to this confusion, but it has now reached the state where it
has extended far & wide, & now covers virtually the entire globe. To bring this back under
control, & ensure that we all now teach that which is Authorised by The Divine, we have now a
list of so-called ‘All time Howlers in Sahaja Yoga’. This will be issued to the collective to try and
bring us all back on track. May this please Shri Mataji.
This collection is likely to be quite long, and so it is being prepared in such a way that it will

at first appear as a simple list only. Those who wish to study & research more deeply can quite
easily go to the web site shown here below & check in the Pitfalls section of the web site, using
the last link of the “Quick Access Links” bar near the bottom of the Home Page.
(Then look to the top right corner of the Pitfalls page for the links to the
All-Time Gaffes/Howlers, & to the top left for a link to the
autobiographical ‘Sprinkler story’.
[These links are also shown elsewhere but mainly behind the Main “Index” link in the
‘Quick Access Links’ bar, then look beneath “RESEARCH” and also behind the
ABC (for newcomers) link & then look towards the top of the page)
It is perhaps best to start off, at the very beginning with the ‘QAL’ bar located near the bottom
of the HomePage
“http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/jsmsy”
Apologies to all the ‘now quite many’ newer Sahaja Yogis’, who have quite unwittingly taken
on board all this misinformation, without realising its proper significance. We will be attempting to
rectify the situation with this report.
If we pick up on these errors & rectify them as a matter of some urgency, we stand a good
chance of fully recovering the situation, and fully pleasing Shri Mataji.
Addendum: 1 & 2 This is addressed to the entire world of Sahaja Yogis. It is an attempt to
retrieve a very difficult situation, whereby we may very well fail the task set before us, by our
Guru Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi. She is on record as saying “England has a SPECIAL
Responsibility.. you can save the world, 950624 RAH clip.mp3”. But first we must take on board
that “Unless we develop basic humility... we are not going to do very well in England, 820610
Hampstead”. So here we can now say… ok… "Let’s go for it… Let’s do it…” What is there to
stop us? - Yes, I know…
to put it quite simply - only our Ego!
This site is now all but finished... it is as complete as it is ever likely to get. So again we ask
"Who out there among the now fast growing Sahaja World will join with us in a world wide
attempt to bring this Sahaja Yoga, as taught by Shri Mataji, truly Back On Track... the way She
originally taught all of us to do it? How?.. by falling in behind the lead being given to us all by
She Who is our own Adi Guru Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi who is represented through Her Many
Quotes, & Extracts on this site.
Let us stop arguing and falling out with each other... Let’s decide, and do the necessary.
Let’s ALL focus together on supporting fully our Beloved Mother, Who is Above All, Who is
Everything… to Everybody.
This will of course depend on whether the Mainstream of the Sahaj Yoga Collective will
allow it. It is quite one thing to point out the mistakes that have been allowed to develop… &
quite another to persuade otherwise intelligent people to restore the indisputably superior &
more valid of the suggested alternatives. At this point the matter is out of our hands, & we can
only place a Bandhan & pray that we have all been allowed to go so far astray & hopefully no
further… please we beg of You Shri Mataji.
- Jai Jai Jai Shri Mataji - (Dec 2018)

Perhaps one day someone will work out why it was that She allowed us so
much unhindered (unfettered) freedom that we were able (or allowed) to go
wildly astray as we adopted what can only be referred to as a so-called “Body
of to say the least sometimes quite dubious or questionable Sahaja Yoga
Knowledge” that in truth is just a little bit off the mark.

